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We had an exciting Summer Holidays here at Hubbub, it involved travelling the world
through our craft and experience days. Meeting and learning about a variety of animals
in our animal encounter days, getting messy during craft and messy play activities whilst
also learning about science and teamwork and sneakily practising our maths when playing
games. This was all on top of a trip to Hastings, water fights in the sun and playing
outside in all the available space.
Since coming back to school, we have seen our after-school
numbers increase, so we wanted to say a big hello to all our new
families as well as introducing our new pets…5 baby stick
insects which are going to help us learn about responsibilities,
nature and the importance of hygiene procedures.
After a catch up on how everybody’s holidays were and hearing
about all the lovely places we were able to visit, we have got
stuck in with all of our after school activities. We have been
making the most of the good weather and what is left of the
light in the afternoons by playing new sports such as Rugby and
discussing the current Rugby World Cup.

We have also been preparing ourselves for Halloween, by
decorating the room and making a start on making some Halloween decorations and treats to take home.
We have purchased some new games to play at club which are helping the children with their motor
skills, concentration and language and their memories. We have also had a lot of children asking us to
play Yahtzee – which is a dice game of skill and chance which is how we are also able to sneak a bit of
addition and times tables in to our gameplay and sessions.
This term has also seen the children (or parents) mentioning a lot more homework is being brought
home. As always we are happy to find the time to do this with them and even have some copies of
different spellings being kept at club as encouragement to do them. Please get in touch if you feel we
can help your child in this area.

October Half
Term:
Monday 21st –
Friday 25th
October

Half term Activities:
Monday: Woodland Walk and
feeding the ducks
Tuesday: Spooky Science Day
Wednesday: Fangtastic Baking
Thursday: Bowling Trip* (£6.50)
Friday: Halloween games & craft
Saturday: Halloween Party* 1.00 3.00pm (4+ £7.50/ 2+ £2.50)
*extra cost activity

